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It is shown that the usual.assumption of a unfform vortex cylinder
for the wake vortex structure of a unifomnly loaded, lifting rotor
operating in the hovering or low-speed vertical-ascent f13ght conditions
does not yield useful results for the induced velocities in the region
about the periphery of the rotor.
.
It is then shown that a more realistic approximation for the low-
speed flow patterns can be obtained by sdding the stresm function for
..’ the displacement velocity of a disk end the stresm function for a ring
source coincident with the rim of the rotor to the stresm functions for
the uniform vortex cylinder and the free-stresm velocity. Equations are
derived for the relative strengths of the stresm functions that are
necessary to satisfy certain selected physical conditions.
Tables of the values of the ccmposite stresm function me given
for hovering and three rates of vertical ascent which cover the heli-
copter flight range. A method is outlined for using the tabulated values
of the stresm functions to compute the induced velocity components at r
any selected locations. In adfkttion,the cmnputed values of the normal
component of induced velocity in the plsne of a hovering rotor are gi+en
for the region extending from 1.1 to 2.0 rotor rsdii.
The present analysib indicates that there is an appreciable induced
..
—.,
upflow in the region around the periphery of a rotor operating in the
hovering or low-speed vertical-ascent flight conditions. For a point
located at 120 percent rsdius end in the plsne of rotation of a hovering
rotor the magnitude of the induced upflow velocity is of the order of
. 22 percent of the mean induced velocity over the rotor disk.’~e induced
upwsrd velocity component decreases rapidly with increasing distance frcm
.
the edge of the rotor and, at a point in the vicini@ of the center of
the second rotor of a twin-rotor helicopter in hovering flight, the
—
. upwash has decressed to a value of about 2~percent of the mean induced
velocity over the rotor disk.
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INTROIXJCTION
Although vortex theory based upon the assumption that the wake
vortex system consists of a uniform cylinder as used in references 1
smd 2 is useful for computing the approximate valtis of the normal ccnn-
ponent of induced velocity over the pl~e of a 13fting rotor for all
flight conditions and for cmnputing the whole indticedflow field about-
a lifting rotor.for..thehigher speed flight condi~ions, this procedure
does not afford a reasorwiblesolution.forthe induced flow field about
the periphery of== rot-oroperating in hovering or very low speed flight.
It was therefore decided to investigate the alternat-eprocedure of
approximating the flow for hovering and vertical ascent by using a dis-
tribution of singularities over the rotor disk.
The present report.gives one method of constructing axially symmetric
flow patterns similar to those observed-about lif~ing rotors operating
in hovering or low-speed vertical =cent-. The synthetic flow patterns
satisfy certain selected physical requirements so_that the results should
be sufficiently accurate for estimating the magnitude of the interf.erence-
induced velocities on multirotor helicopters and the downwash atifuse-
lages and tail planes.
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The present investigationwas conducted at the Georgia lhstltute
of Technology under the sponsorship and with the financial assistanc~of
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the NationayAdvisov C&ttee fo; Aeronautics.
SYMBOLS
R rotor radius
r radius of point P(r,z) frnm rotor axis (fig.
r. radius of wake
rw wake radius
rm radius of wske
rotor (or at
s distsmce along
T---- rotor thrust
vortex sheet–at rotor disk
vortex sheet a large distance
point of minimum wake radius)
wake-vortex-sheet streamline
2)
downstream of
.
.
v free-stream velocity
.
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Vr
v~
v
V.
‘ri
‘ro
v~
z
7,
dy/dt
e
11,c
P
*
$0
VO*
tr
(Yr)t
-L
radial component of velocity at point P(r,z)
resultszrtZ component of veloci~ at a point P(r,z)
mean normal component of induced velocity over rotor disk, $7
normal component of velocity over rotor disk arising from stresm
function $0 for actuator-disk displacaent veloci~
radial component of induced velocity at a point of rsdius r.
on upper surface of rotor inside wake vortex sheet
—
“rsdial camponent of induced velocity at a point of radius r.
on lower surface of rotor and outside wake vortex sheet
normal component of velocity at rotor disk arising fram stresm
function *S for uniform distribution of sinks over disk
(i.e., induced by auniform wake vortex cy13nder)
normal distance of a point P from rotor disk
wake-vortex-sheet strength a large distance downstream of the
rotor (or at point of minimum wake rsdius)
rate of transpoti of vorticity along wake boundsry
angle between streamline at z = O and r = r. and normal
to rotor disk (see fig. 6)
elliptic coordinates
mass density
stream function for rotor flow pattern as computed frm results
of present report
stream function for displacmnt velocity of actuator disk
sssumed to be generating the wake vortex rings
nondtiensional value of To
stresm function for a ring source
l
strength of ring source located at rotor rim
nondimensional
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value of +r “
stresm function for a uniform distribution of sinks over rotor
---
disk (i.e., a uniform vortex
value of $~ for whole sphere
nondimensional value of $~
value of ~ on wake boundary
stresm function for rot-orflow
cylinder)
.
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pattern aE-comp”titedusing a ““ —
uniform vortex cylinder for wake vortex system
—
—
Demonstration of
That Wake
of a
Approximation hvolved in Assumption
.
Vortex Distribution Consists .-—.
Uniform Vortex Cylinder
.
.-
—
It is shown in ieference 3 that the flow induced by a uniform vor;ex
cylinder is identical with the flow induced by a ~-ifoz%-distribution‘of .
sinks of proper strength over the end of the cyliti-erapart from the
addition, for the region inside the cylinder, o~fi. axial velocity cmn-
ponent equal to the strength of the bounding vortex sheet-. A table of
the values of the stream function $s for a uniforindistribution of’
sinks over a disk (i.e., a uniform right-circular vprtex cylinder) is
given in table 17 of the appendix of reference 3. Consequently, it is
easier to compute-the streamlines for the--axiallysymmetric case where–
the values of the stream function for the free-stre-m flow and the flow
induced by the vortex cylinder ere sdditive by using the tabulated valu6s
of ys thanby the method used in reference 2.
The value of the stresm function
the vortex cylinder is thus
t-’ = 3fr’qv+
for the region inside the wake,
+’ for the free-stream flow plus
7) - $s (1) “
.
.
.—
+- $s (2)
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for the region outside the wake, am%
(*s)t=23#v = l#y
3
(3)
for the full sphere where
.-
--
*E value of stresm function at r,z for uniform distribution of
sinks over rotor disk (i.e., vortex cylinder)
R rotor radius
r radius of point from axis of symnetry
z axial distance of point from rotor plane
v free-stresm velocity
7 wake-vortex-sheet strength, 2V
-v #normal component of induced velocity at rotor disk
Figure l(a), plotted frcm the computed values.of $’ given in
table l(a), shows the streamlines for the vortex cylinder in a free-
stream flow for the case where the free-stream velocity V is four
times the normal component of the induced velocity v at the rotor disk.”
It is seen that for this lsrge a ratio of free-stresm velocity to induced
velocity the assumption of a uniform vortex cylinder for the wake vortex
structure gives a reasonable flow pattern except for the slight inflow
along the wake bound=. However, for the case where the free-stresm
velocity V is of the order of magnitude of the induced velocity v
there is a large inflow along the wake boundsry helm-the rotor as shown
in figure l(b) for the ccmrputedvalues of ~’ given in table_l(b). For
thecaseof V=~v
k
and the case of hovering flight where V = 0, the
streamlines induced by the uniform vortex cyklnder give the inaccurate
representation shown plotted in figures l(c) and l(d) for the computed
values of $-’ given in tables l(c) and l(d).
It is obvious from figure 1 that the assumption of a uniform vortex
cylinder for the wake vortex structure will not “furnisha useful basis
for computing the velocity field in the vicinity of the periphery of a
lifting rotor unless the
large as the mean normal
rotor disk.
.
free-stresm velocity V is several times as
ccmponent of the induced velocity v at the
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Determination of Useful Approximation for”Stresm
—
.
Function for Vertical Ascent
If consideration is limited to flow patterns generated by the appli-
cation of successive uniform distributions of impulsive-pressure-to an
actuator disk momentarily coinciding with the rotor, it appears to t-he
author that, on a time-average basis, the actustor disk must have a cer-
tain displacement velocity relative to that of the surrounding fluid. The
above reasoning suggests that it may be necessary to sdd th~ingularity
distribution for the displacement velocity of a disk (i.e., a %ound”
vortex sheet composed of circulsr coaxial vcmtex filaments) to the sink
distribution over the rotor disk which represents the effects of the
free wake vortices.
In order to simplify the analysis, the only sink distribution that
will be used in the present report is a unifozm distribution extending
over the whole rotor srea. This approximationmakes it necessary to
add a ring source coincidentiwiththe rotor rim in order to cancel out
the fictitious sink strength within the closed streamline about the
periphery ofithe rotor.
Values of the stream function to for the displacement velocity of
the actuator disk sre given in table 2. These values were ccmputed from
the Mmitingc-.e of the solution for the flow about~an oblate spheroid
given in reference 4. A table of the values of the stresm function for
a ring source $r is given in table 6 of “theappentix of reference 3.
Let the-rotor thrust T be uniformly distributed over the rotor
disk otiadius R. Let the radius of the wake-boundery streamline at
the rotor disk be r. emd the ulttiate-ke radius be rm. Let the
ultimate wake-vortex-sheet strength be 7 and the free-stream velocity
be V as shown in figure 2.
Vortex theory demonstrates thatj for a lifting surface with uniform
loading, the force is equal to the product–ofithe fluid mass density,
the area over which the force acts, and the rate of generation of vortic-
ity. In the steady-state system under consideration..therate o~ener-
ation of vorticity is constant snd equal to the rate of transport of
vorticity along the wake which is, in tmn, equal to the product-oflthe
wake-vortex-sheet strength times the wake-vortex-sheet velocity. Thus,
using values at a section across the ultimate
strength is the known value 7 and the sheet
T=
‘fi27k + $7,
wake where the sheet
ve~ocfty is “V + ~ 7,
. (4)
.
.
.-
—.
.
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or
7
—
7=-’+/-= b) ..
The thrust is also equal to the rate of transport of excess momentum
across a section of the ultimate wake of radius r. or
-.
T = pfirm2y(V+ y)
It follows from equations (4) anti(6) that
(6)
(7)
.-
Let V. be the uniform normal component of velocity over the rotor
disk that is attributable to the stresm function *O for the displace-
ment velocity-of the actuator disk. Let vs denote the simila velocity
component for the stream function VS of the uniform sink distribution
(i.e., the vortex cylinder). Then equating the values of $ on opposite
faces of the wake vortex sheet a large distance downstream of the rotor
where the sheet strength is the known value 7, the wake radititis the
known value rm, the velocity outside the wake is the free-stresm value V,
and the value of $0 is zero gives
2(V + y) =3crm Xr@2V + m~s - (*r)t (8)
However, for continuity of flow wi;hin the closed streamline enclosing
the rotor rim the strength [*r)t of the ring source located at the
rotor rim is
—
($r)t ( )= 2fiR2 - ro2 vs
soIving equations (8) and (9) for vs
r2
()
lY-=vs=~
‘o
(lo)
.
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Equating the value “of”$ on the wake boundq’ a’rradius r. at
the rotor disk to the value of $ at radius ~. in the ultimate wake,
3cro2(V+ V. + V6) = firm2(V+7) (11)
Substituting the value of V6 frcm equation (10) ad solving fo~.–vo
gives —
(12)
.
—
.
—
For the larger rates of vertical ascent, ssy v: 7/2, where the
stagnation point on the entering ~t strealine is above the plane-of
the rotor disk, the value of the initial wake raditi. r. is fixed by
.-
the requirement that the Vt streamline be single valued over the
portion of the rota-disk plane outside the rotor-disk radius. The
following procedure mey thus be used to compute the values of the stre~
.
function outside-thewake: -.
(1) l?orthe given values of the-disk>oading ~/~2, free-stresm
.
velocity V, and air density P, compute the ultima~ wake-vortex-sheeti
strength 7 from equation (5).
(2) Compute the value of
(rmlR)2 from equationratio
(3) Choose three or more
.-.
the range from
r
~= rm to
R F
the squsre of the ult—tiate”wake-radius
...
(7).
initial wake-ysdlus ratios ro/R coveri~- – “—
~= 1 and calculate-thevalues of V.
R
and V6 for..each.ratio frm equatio~ (10) end (12).
(4) For each initial wake-radius ratio ro/R ccmpute the values _ . “
of w/*t along a radial line in the plane of the rotor disk for the
interval 15
for points in
these plots
~~ 1.10.
R-
It is to be noted that
....=
‘$s‘*r = firo%~ = Constant .
the rotor plsne outside the rim of the rotor so that for
.-
+ %= fir2V+ *O + tiro s (13) “
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.
where (tsking
.
*0* from table 2(b))
*O = 2R%O$O*
$t = xro2(V + V. + %)
9
(15)
(Itwill benoted ths.tif thetrial value of ro/R is too small
there till be no intercept of the curve of ~/$t against r/R with
the Y/tt = 1 line as in the top curve of figure 3, whereas if the trial
value ‘f rop is too large there will be a double intercept as in the
bottom curve. The correct value of ro/R msy thus be determined by
plotting the ordinates of the miniman points of the ~/~t curves against
ro/R and reading the values of ro/R for the point at which ~/$t =“1.)
(5) Compute the values of Vo, vs, and
.
(Yr)t for the given values
of v> y, ra/R, and ro/R.
. (6) Then for the region outside the wake
_——
where
*O = #vo$o*
v~ = 2R%&* for upper quadrants
$s = m%r~(at- *s*) for lowerquaxds
(16)
and the nondimensional values of $* sre those given in the qformentioned
.
tables.
For hovering snd the smaller rates of vertical ascent where the
-
stagnation point on the enteri~ $t streamline is below the roto@isk
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.
plane, the value of the initial wake radius r. can be”found by equating
the rate-of transport of vorticity (i.e., the product of wake-vortex-
sheet strength sad wake-vortex-sheet=velocity)across the rotor plane at .
radius r. to “thevalue across a section of the u“ltimatewake. It iS
shown in the appendix that this procedure.gives the solution
4
()(‘a l+tal12e)=l-
‘0
—
where 0 is the angle between the streamline
and the normal to the--rotordisk (see fig. 6)
The computed value of initial wake radius for
in good agreement with the experimental value
of reference 5.
(17)
at z =Oandr=ro
and
(18)
.
hov~”ing (r. = 0.83)is
from the smoke-flow study
=...
It is found from numerical computations that-it fS ~ecess~”~ for “---
all cases except hovering, to reduce the value ofirm slightly (i.e.,
a few percent) below that given by equation (7) in order to obtain a
real solution for r. frmn equations (17)md (18).
(
For hovering aud very small rat-esof vertical ascent i.e.,
)
vs~v
it is necessary to reduce the value o-. givenby equation (12) by
about ‘jpercent in order to make the minimum wake radius equal to rm
for hovering snd in order to eM.minate a bulge’in #e wake-boundary
—
streamlines just below the rotor for the case where V = 2 +.
4
The streamlines computed by the above procedure for the cases of
V=4V =27, V=v=~7, V=~v=~yy and V=” O areshown in fig-
gure 4. ‘I’hecorresponding tabular values o~ $/~t are-given in tshle 3.
For the present solution, where the wake-vortex-sheet strength and
configuration are unspecified except at the rotor
mate wake, there does not ‘appear.tobe any simple
t-ionfor the values of the streem function within
appears to be a good approximation to assume that
disk and in the ulti.
tiy to obtain an equa-
t~e wake. However, it— “
the axial velocity
.
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.
component fs uniform over each wake cross section since this.component
is uniform over the sections in the plane of the rotor disk and in the
ulthate wake. The tabulated values of W
wake have therefore been ccmputed using the
for which
where rw is the radius of the wake-boundary
from the solution for the external flow.
The sxial and radial velocity components
for the region
aforementioned
P(r,z) in the flow field msybe
stresm function by mesns of the
v=
and
streamline as
inside the
approximation
(19)
determined
at any point
readily coxgputedfrom the values of the
relations
()
1*
= 23rrh
(20)
Vr = ()-29%r 32 (21)
Application of Results
Although the whole flow field out to the Umits of the tables at
r = ~z = 2R might be mapped for any given flight condition by foll~ng
the methods given in the previous section, such a procedure is unneces-
sarily elaborate for most engineering computations. For exemple, if it
is desired to find the sxial and radial veloci~ ccunponentsat a certah
point, say one on a horizontal tail surface, with mean coordinates z’
and r’ from the rotor hub, the procedure could be as follows:
(1) Calculate the ratio of V/y for the given helicopter and fldght
condition using equation (5) to determine the value of y.
(2) Graphically interpolate between tables 3(a),3(b),3(c),and
3(d) for the values of ~/~t to find the ratios of V/$t at V/7
for a set of about nine points (i.e., three values of z/R and three
values of r/R) enclosing the values of z’/R and r’/’R.
(3)Mult@Wthevalues of $/~t by Vt = SCR2V+~7) to obt~(
the values of ~ for the nine points.
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(k) Interpolate in the set of values of ~ for the three values at *
z z’= andr= rl, r2, and r3 and for the three values ‘at r = rl
andz= 21, 22, smd Z3“
.
(5)plot-”V against r at z = z‘ and measure the slope ~/~
at r= r’. Then the sxial velocity ccmponent at z’,r’ is
(Vz)
.29
zt,ri ()%11” & z~,rfl
(6)Plot--Y against z at---r= r‘ and mes,s~e the slope ~/?lz
-
at Z=zr. Then the radial velocity component is
(Vr)z! ~! =)
For points in the plane o~a
streamline the axial camponent of’
hovering rotor and outside the closed 1
velocity arises ~olely frm the stream
function $0 end can thus be expressed in explicit form as
Vz
.
..
or
–.!3 1 .~ot-l#-~Vz
v (“’ w= i-) (22)
Values of Vzfv calculated from equation (22) for points in the
plane of a hovering rotor are given in figure 5 end in table h-for the
region extending from 1.1 to 2.0 rotor radii.
.—
The present analysis indicates that t-e–is em appreciable induced
upflow in the region around the periphery of a rotor operating in the
hovering or low-speed vertical-ascent flight conditions. For a point
located at Ml percent radius and in the plane-of rotation of a haverin.g
rotor the magnitude of the induced upflow velocity is of’the orderof
22 percent of the mean induced velocity tier the rotor disk. The induced ““
upwsrd velocity component-decreasesrayidly with increas@g distance from
the edge of the rotor and, at a point~n the vicinity otihe center 05
the secoti rotor of a twin-rotor helicopter in hovering flight, the upwash
.
has decreased to a value of about 2* percenhof the~an induced velocity
--
over the rotor disk.
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CONCLUDING RWARKS
As inmost attmpts to obtain au approximate solution of engineering
accuracy for a complicated three-dimensional flow pattern, the choice
and distribution of the singuls.ritiesused in the present report are in
a sense arbitrary. However, the flow patterns obtained by the method
given in the present report satisfy the principal physical requirements
and their general form is very similar to that observed in smoke-flow
studies of actual rotors. It is therefore thought that the results of
the present investigationmsy be sufficiently accurate for estimating
the effects of the interference-inducedvelocities on multirotor heli-
copters and for esthnating the dowmwash at helicopter fuselages and tail
planes.
The computed value of initial wake radius for hovering (ro = 0.83]
is In god agreaent with the experimental value from the smoke-flmw “
study of NACA TN 2474.
Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlsmta, Ga., August 18, 1955. -—.“._ .
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APPENDIXA
——
.
-
SOIJJTIONFOR INITIAL WAKE RADIUS r. FOR HOVERING
AND VERY IOW RATES OF VEKTICAL ASCENT
Let the angle between..the normal to the rotor--andthe tangent to
the wake-boundsry streamline at z = O snd r = r. be denoted by e
as shown in figure 6. Let the radial velocity comp-onentat a point on
the upper surface of the rotor and just inside the wake boundary be
Vri and the radial velocity component on the lower.surfs.cejust outside
the wake boundary be Vro. Then the difference in”aadial velocity com-
ponent Avr across the wake vortex sheet at r. is
Avr = Vri - Vro (Al)
The-discontinuityin rsdial velocity Avr at r. ~ises solely from
the stresm function ~. since the radial velocity components arising
from VS and Vr are continuous at this pointi Thus the value of- Avr
is equal to twice the radial velocity component at r. that srises
frmn *O.
Thus,
However, from
where
—
—
.
1 *o@r.._—
23w b= . (M)
reference 4 the value of *O in elliptic coordinates is
V.
(
=2vo(l -V2)(E2+ 1) e
E2+1 )
- cot--=E (A3)
(A4)
—
.—
(A5)-- - -
.
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.
It follows from equations (Al) to (A5)that
4voro
‘“’=“m
(A6) -
For the singularity distributions used in the present report the difference
in the normal velocity component across the wake vortex sheet at r. is
merely 2v~. Thus, equating the ratios of corresponding sides of the
similsr triangles formed by the velocity vectors on opposite sides of the
wake vortex sheet at ro, solving for V + V. in terms of vr., vro,
and vs, and substituting the
give
tane=
result back in the expression for t= e
.
()
Avr 2V0 r.
—=—
2VS
‘s R
(A7)
The wake-vortex-sheet strength 7 at z = O end r = r. is the dif-
ference in velocities on opposite sides of the sheet or
—
(7)24 =
~ 1V+vo+vs)-(V+vo-vs) sece
r=ro
= 2vs sec e (A8)
-—
and the vortex-sheet velocity ds/dt is ha~ the sum of the velocities
on opposite sides of the sheet or
()ds= ‘Z* ~=~v+vo+vs)+(v+ Vo-vs )gsec e
r=.
= (V+vo)sece (A9)
The rate of transport of vorticity (d7/dt) across the plane of the
rotor at r. is equal to the product of the sheet strength and sheet
velocity or from equations (A8)and (A9)
. ()dy=ro= 2VS(V+Vo)(I+ tan2e) (A1O)
16 NACA TN
Equating the rate of trsmsport of vorticity across the rotor plane
‘he ‘m ‘“”e ‘(v+* 4 across a section of the ultimate wake
using equations (10) and (1.2)to eliminate v~ smd V. give
2-4()(~ l+tan%)=l -0
3921
to
(All)
Equations (A7) and (All) can be-solved for the value of r. for any
given flight conditionby use of equations (5), (7),(10),and (12).
Figure 7 gives the resulting computed values ~f r. for the
smaller rates of vertical ascent-.
--
s.
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TABLE l.- VALUES OF STREAM FUNCTION FOR WAKE CONSISTING
OF A UNIFORM VORTEX CYLINDER
(a) V=4V =27
*/ift for values of r/R of -
0 0
.2 0
.4 0
.6 0
.80
1.0 0
1.2 0
1.4 0
1.6 0
1.8 0
2.0 0
0 0
-.2 0
-.4 0
-.6 0
-.8 0
,1.00
,1.20
,1.40
1.6 0
1.8 0
2.0 0
).040
.038
.037
.036
. 3,5
~34
:O*
.033
.033
.033
.032
.040
.042
.W3
.C44
.04.5
.045
.046
.@7
.047
.047
.047
).160
.153
.148
.lk.3
.139
.137
.135
.134
.133
.132
.131
1.160
.166
.172
.177
.180
.183
.185
.186
.~87
.187
.189
}.36c
.343
.330
.320
.313
.308
.304
.301
.299
.297
.296
1.360
.377
.390
.400
.407
.4L2
.416
.419
.421
.423
.424-
Above plane
).640
.605
.58I.
.564
.553
.54-5
l 539
.534
.530
.527
.525
L.000
.932
.897
.874
.858
.a~
.839
.833
.827’
J
.823
.819
of rotor
1.352
1.307
1.272
1.245
1.226
I..213
1.203
1.196
1.18g
1.183
1.178
1.7682.248 2.792
1.734 2.219 2.767
1.703 2.L93 2.743
1.677 2.169 2.722
1.6562.149 2.703
1.642 2.133 2.687
1.6312.122 2.675
1.6222.112 2.664
1.6142.103 2.655
I.607 2.096 2.647
1.6012.089 2.639
Below plane of rotor
.6401.000
.6741.068
.6991.103
.7161.I.26
.7271.142
.7351l 153
.741I.160
.7461.167
.7491.173
.7531.177
.7551.181i
11.352”1.3971.452
.1.459
1.478
1.491
1.500
1.508
1.514
1.5211
J1.526
3.400
3.378
3.357
3.337
3.320
3.304
3.290
3.279
3.270
3.262
3.255
1.7682.248 2.792 3.400
1.802 2.277 2.817 3.422
1.833 2.303 2.840 3.443
1.859 2.326 2.861 3.462
1.879 2.347 2.880 3.480
1.894 2.363 2.896 3.496
1.9052.374 2.9093.509
1.9142.3W 2.919 3.520
1.9212.392 2.928 3.529
.9282.4002.9363.537
L 935 2.k072.9443.545
.
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TABm l.- VAIUES OF STREAM FUNCTION FOR WAKE CONSISTING
OF A UNIFORM VORTEX CYLINDER - Continued
(b) V=v=~7
$/@t fOr values of r/R of -
z
E
o 0
.2 0
.4 0
.60
.8 0
1.0 0
1.2 0
1.4 0
1.6 0
1.8 0
2.0 0
[
00
-.2 0
-.40
-.60
-.8 0
1.0 0
1.20
1.4 0
1.6 0
1.8 0
2.0 0
1.041
.036
.033
.030
.028
.026
.025
.023
.023
.023
.022
.039
.044
.047
.050
.052
.053
.055
.057
.057
.057
.058
).159
.143
.129
.118
.108
.102
.097
.094
l 093
.091
.088
3.L60
.176
.191
.202
. 2KL
.218
.222
.226
.227
.229
.232
Above plsne of rotor
0.360
.318
.28J3
.259
.2k2
.229
.220
.212
.207
.202
.199.
).640
.554
.kg2
.450
.422
.403
.3&3
.376
.366
.358
.352
1.000
.829
-742
.685
.645
.618.
-599
.583
.568
.557
.548
L.220
L.108
L.019
.952
.905
.873
.849
.830
.814
.798
.785
Below plane of rotor
).360
.401
.435
.460
.478
.490
.500
.508
.513
.517
.521I).6401.000.7261.170.7881.258.8291.315.8581.355.8771.382.8911.401.9041.417.9141.431.9221.442.9281.452’
1.480
1.395
1.317
I.252
1.201
1.165
1.138
1.115
1.096
1.079
1.063
1.780
1.708
1.643
1.584
1.533
1.493
1.464
1.439
1.418
1.399
1.382
1.zv?oll.k80
I1.332 1.5651.4211.643
1.488
1.535
1.567
1.591
1.610
1.626
1.642
1.655
1.708
1.759
1.795
1.822
1.845
1.864
1.881
1.897
I1.7801.852
1.917
1.976
2.027
2.067
2.095
2.121
2.142
2.161
2.178
2.120
2.057
1.999
1.946
1.8c38
1.859
1.827
1.801
1.779
1.758
1.739
2.500
2.kh5
2.393
2.344
2.299
2.259
2.226
2.199
2.177
2.156
2.137
2.la 2.500
2.1822.55A
2.2412.607
2.2942.656
2.3412.700
2.3812.740
2.4132.774
2.4382.8Q1
2.4612.823
2.4812.844
2.5012.863
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:;
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
0
-.
-.:
-.6
8
.::0
.1.2
.1.4
.1.6
.1.8
.2.0
TABLE l.- VALLIESOF STREAM FUNCTION FOR WAKE CONSISTING
OF A UNIFORM VORTEX CYLINDER - Continued
w/vt for values of r/R of -
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
).041
.o%
.029
.023
.021
.018
.016
.013
.013
.013
.011
I
).039
.046
.051
.056
.059
.062
.064
.067
.067
.667
.069
T).1’590.359.19 .293.111 .240.093 .199.078 .171.068 .151.(%0 .135.055 .123.052 .115.o~ .107.04~ .102
Above
).640
.502
.403
.337
.291
.261
.238
.217
.202
.189
.179
plane of rotor
..000
.727
.97
.495
.432
.388
.358
.332
.309
.292
.276
L.088
.9W
;7“
.583
.532
.494
.464
.438
.413
.392
1.192
L.056
.931
.827
;$$
:%
.578
l 5%
.524
1.312
1.197
1.092
.998
.917
.853
.807
.767
.733
.703
.675
1.448
1.348
1.254
L.170
L.093
L.030
.979
.938,
.902
.869~
.8
2
1.60C
1.513
1.429
1.350
1.279
1.215
1.162
1.118
1.083
l.oy
1.019
Belowplane of rotor
I 1 I 1 1 I I I
L
1.1610.360
.186 .427
.209 .480
.227 .521
:;;; ;%
.260 .584
.265 :~;;
.268
.270 .6Q
.275 .617
0.640
.777
.876
.9W
.988
1.019
1.042
1.061
1.078
1.090
1.100
l.mo
1.272
1.412
1.504
1.568
1.611
1.642
1.088
1.266
1.409
1.516
1.592
1.643
1.681
L1.6671.7L21.6901.7371.7081.7631.7231.783
1.192
1.327
1.452
1.556
1.637
1.696
1.7391
1.31.z
1.427
1.531
1.625
1.707
1.770
.816
I
1.7751.857
1.8051.89c
I1.8331.9io1.8591.9M!
1.448
1.547
1.642
1.726
1.t?02
1.865
1.916
1.957
1.993
2.026
2.056
1.600
1.687
1.771
1.850
1.921
1.985
2.038
2.081
2.117
2.150
2.181
.
.
.
.
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o
.2
.4
.6
.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
0
-.
-.:
-.6
8
-;:0
-1.2
-1.4
-1.6
-1.8
-2.0
TABLE l.- VAHIES OF STREAM FUNCTION FOR WAKE CONSISTING
OF A UNIFORM VORTEX CYLINDER - Concluded
(d) V=o
V/Vt for values of r/R of -
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
).041
e.32
.025
.019
.016
.013
.cog
.006
.006
.006
.003
.041
.048
.055
.061
.064
.067
.071
.074
.O*
.074
.077
).159
.127
l 099
.076
.057
.044
.035
.029
.025
.022
.016
.161
.193
.221
.244
.263
.276
.285
.=1
.295
.298
.304
Above
).360
.277
.210
.159
.124
.099
.079
.064
.054
.044
.03e
0.640
.468
.344
.261
.204
.165
.137
.111
.092
.076
.064
]lane of rotor
L.000
.659
.434
.369
.2go
.235
.lg
.165
.137
.llh
.095
).360
.443
.510
.561
.596
.621
.640
.656
.666
.675
.682
1.OQO
.777
.598
.464
.369
.305
.258
.220
.188
.156
.130
..000
.831
:6&5
.442
.369
.315
.270
.232
.lg7
.L65
1.000
.856
.726
.608
.506
.426
.369
.318
.277
.239
.204
L.000
.875
.757
.632
.557
.b77
.414
.363
.318
.277
.239
..000
.891
.~%
.687
.598
.519
.452
.398
.353
.312
.274
Below plane of rotor
1
0.6401.000
.8121.341
.9361.156
1.7391.631
1.7961.710
1.8341.764
1.8631.8Q3
1.8891.834
1.9081.863
1.9241.885
1.9361.W
1.000
1.223
1.402
1.535
1.631
1.694
1.742
1.780
1.8L2
1.844
1.869
1.000
L 169
1.325
1.456
1.558
1.631
1.685
1.729
1.768
1.803
1.834
1.000
1.144
1.274
1.392
1.494
1.573
1.631
1.682
1.723
1.761
1.796
1.000 l.ooa
1.1251.lW
1.2421.214
1.3471.312
1.4431.402
1.5231.481
1.5861.15h8
1.6371.602
1.6821.647
1.7231.688
1.7611.726
22
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TABLE 2.- VAL?JESOF STREAM FUNCTION *0* FOR
DISPLACEMENT VELOCITY OF A DISK
(a) rfi = o to 2.0; z/R = o to 2.0
# o
) o
.2 0
.4 0
.60
.8 0
..00
..20
..40
..60
,.80
!.0o
0.2
1.063
.047
.033
.023
.016
.011
.008
.006
.004
.003
.002
0.4
).251
.MM
.128
.088
.061
.042
.03CI
.022
.017
.013
.010
*0* for values of r/R of -
0.6
3.565
.395
.266
.182
.X24
.085
.063
.047
.034
.027
.021
0.8
L.005
.632
.407
.274
.191
.137
.100
.075
.057
.044
.035
1.0
:.571
.740
.492
.342
.244
.180
.135
.103
.080
.063
.050
1.2
)“755
.632
.495
.372
.279
.213
.164
.1.28
.101
.081_
.065
1.4
).579
.*O
.457
.369
.294
.232
.185
.148
.L2Q
;cii;
1.6 1.8
1.4780.410
.459 .397’
.l-uo.370
.349 .327
.294 .283
.240 .239
.198 .203
.164 .173
.131 .144
.111 .1.21
.092 .103
2.0
).362
.355
.332
.305
.271
.237
.204
.175
.152
.130
.111
.
.
.
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TAJ3m 2.- VMLIES OF STREAM FUNCTION $0* FOR
DISPLACEMENT VEIDCITY OF A DISK - Concluded
(b) r/R= 1.01 to 1.10; z/R = O
g
R
*0*
1.01 1.3L68
1.02 1.2269
1.03 1.1630
l.dl “ 1.1125
1.W 1.0700
1.06 1.033h
1.07 1.oo12
1.08 ;972;
1.09
1.10 .9226
.’
23 — .--—
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TABLE3.- VAI.UIZSOF TEE S- FLJN~TIONDIZiEM~D BY
APPROXIMATIONGlXli2?IN plYl!SENTPAPER
(a) V=4v=2y
Y/$t- for values Of r/R of -
o 0 0.0406.1600.360
.20 .038 .153 .342
.4 0 .037 .147 .329
.8 0 .035 .139 .311
1.2 0 .c)3&.134 .302
1.60 .033 .132 .298
2.0 0 .032 .131
.295
100-.2 0-.k o-.8 01.2 01.6 02.0 0I).&O 0.160.042 .169.043 .174.045 .181.046 .L85.047 .187.047 .U38 ).360.381.391.407.416.420.423
Above plane of rotor
o~;;; 1.000 1.335 1.747
.925 1.295 I..718
.~ .891 I..262 1.690
.350 .853 1.219 1.648
..537 .836 I.198 1.624
.528 .824 I.~85 1.609
.‘323..817 1.175 1.597
).640
.677
.694
.724
.7ko
.7b7
.753
i
2.225 2.767
2.2m 2.746
2.1772.726
2.1382.690
2.1142.665
2.0972.@i8
2.0842.63h
1
1.000
1.039
1.063
1.089
1.103
1.U.2
1.118-i-L1.335 1.7472.2251.3701.774-2.248‘1.3961.7982.2691.4301.8342.3031.446 1.8532.324~.456~.8652.3381.4651.8752.3492.7672.7882.8u72.8382.8612.8752.888
3.374
3.356
3.338
3.305
3.280
3.262
3.248
3.374-
3.392
3.409
3.439
3.462
3.478
3.490
.
.
4s
.
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.
TABLE3.- VALUZSOF STiUMMFUNCTIONDlN131MINlZDBY
APPMXIMATZONGINININ PRESENTPAPER - Continued
(b) V=v=
~Y
$/Wt for values of r/R of -
100.2 0.4 0.8 01.2 01.6 02.0 0 ).042.036.032.027.024.022.021 ).164.L45-w.107.095.Ogo.086
0 0 0.0410.165
-.2 0 .044 .176
-.4 0 .@7 .L8g
-.8 0 .052 .x)6
1.2 0 .054 .216
1.6 0 .055 .221
2.0 0 .057 .226
Above plane of rotor
).370
.321
.283
.236
.214
.202
.195
~.659
.554
.485
.411
.378
.35E
.345
{
1.020
1.030
.811
.721
.626
.582
.556
.538
).371
.397
.425
.464
.487
.4g8
.510
1.143
1.058
.980
.876
.826
.795
.771
1.382
1.322
1.260
1.163
1.107
1.072
1.045
L.670
1.621
1.571
1.484
1.427
1.388
1.359
I2.002 2.376
I1.9592.3401.9172.3021.8402.232
I
1.7832.175
1.7442.136
1.7L22.1(M
Below plsne of rotor
I I I !
).659
.705
.756
:E
.885
.906
{
1.020
1.010
1.032
1.062
1.098
1.1L6
L.130
1.141
1.145
1.204
1.245
1.296
L 320
1.336
1.351
1.382
1.433
1.475
1.533
1.563
1.583
1.601
II1.6702.m2 2.376
1.7162.CA2 2.4L2
1.753 2.0782.444
1.8L22.1342.499
1.8472.1722.540
L 870 2.1972.566
1.8892.2192.588
26
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TABLE3.- VAIUESOF STKFAMmTION DETiRM12UDBY
APPROXIMATION GIVEN IN PRESENT PAPER - Continued
(c) v=&~7
V/Vt for values of r/R of -
g
R I
i
00
.2 0
.4 0
.6 0
,8 0
1.0 0
1.2 0
1.6 0
2.0 0I1.0520.204.041 .162.032 .Iq.025 .100.022 .081.018 .068.016 .059.012 .050.010 .044
Io 0 0.052-.2 0 .052-.4 0 .o%-.6 0 .058-.8 0 m&1.001.2 0 .0661.60 .0712.0 0 .075
).460
.352
.269
.213
.175
.149
.132
.110
.098
I).2040.460.207 .465.216 .487.232 .523.247 .555.256 .577.263 .592.284 .640.300 .675
A, –-a –.- .-a –-. l–. -
ADOVe prone or-~ozor
).8W
.583
.438
.348
.292
.256
.229
.193
.172
/1.153
)1.280
.772
.601
.494
.422
.376
.342
.293
.266
).986
.&58
.738
.634
.558
.507
.k6g
.416
.376
..038
.957
.862
.774-
.702
.648
.6a9
.548
.5C!4
Below plane of rota. -
0.818
.826
.865
.929
.988
1.001
1.004
1.013
1.021,
[1.153
~1.026
1.012
1.026
1.038
lag
1.057
1.060
1.073
1.OEM
L.129
L.061
.989
.917
.852
.798
.758
.695
.647
1 I
0.98+03811J29
1.038
1.070
1.oj7
1.114
1.lzi4
1.132
1.ti5
1.162
1.094
1.136
1.169
1.194
1.2Q9
1.220
1.237
1.258
1.183
1.224
1.259
1.288
1.309
1.321
1.34-3
1.367
1.246
1.187
1.I28
1.067
1.039
.959
.918
.856
.805
1.246
1.296
1.339
1.372
1.ko3
1.425
1.443
1.468
1.494
1.387
L.336
L.283
L.230
L.179
L.132
1.091
L.029
.979
L.387
1.k32
1.471
1.X7
1.536
1.562
1.583
1.6u2
1.636
.-
.
l
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mm 3.- VAIUXSOF STR?A.MFUNCTIONDIKEZ?MINZDBY
APPROXIMATIONGIVENIN PFlliSENTPAPl!Kl- Concluded
(d) V=O
.—
,
,
$_/Yt for values of r/R of -
~
R
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
0 0
.2 0
.4 0
.6 0
.8 0
1.0 0
1.2 0
l.k o
1.6 0
1.8 0
2.0 0
0 0
-.2 0
-.4 0
-.6 0
-.8 0
1.0 0
,1.2c
1.4 0
1.6 0
$1.80
,2.00
Above plane of rotor
).845
.7L1
.551
.422
.326
.262
.214
.178
.148
.121
.099
1.723
.648
.564
.478
.399
.333
.285
.243
.206
.177
.148
). 723
.782
.822
.856
.886
.96
.917
.930
.938
.950
.962
{
1.200
1.413
.715
.500
.363
.272
.212
.170
.138
.111
.090
.073
1.058
.043
.031
.022
.018
.012
-w
.CQ6
.006
.005
.001
1.904 ).768
.677
.565
.457
.368
.302
.253
.21z?
.180
.149
.W-3
~.694
.628
.559
.487
.419
.357
.308
.269
.233
.200
.170
).673
.618
.555
.493
.432
.376
.326
.286
.253
.221
.192
J.225
.168
.121
.087
.062
.044
.033
.026
.022
.019
.0L4
).507
.362
.252
.178
.u28
.094
.073
.%6
.392
.276
.203
.155
.I_28
.096
.on
.062
.056
.046
.036
.030
Below plsme of rotor
).694
.748
.794
.828
.859
.881
.899
.912
.923
l 935
.949
1.845
.886
.910
.932
.g46
.953
.959
.964
.970
.980
.988
{
1.200
.987
.955
.959
.965
.971
.976
.978
;;:;
.995
1.000
0.226 3.905
.995
.993
.992
.994
.994
.995
.975
.865
.747
.640
1.768
.825
.864
.894
.917
.930
.939
.947
.955
.965
.976
t.673
.723
. 65
L.3
.834
.861
.882
.896
..910
.922
.935
I.057
.069
.075
.076
.075
.074
.073
.061
.054
;o&7
‘.510
.623
.676
.685
.676
.666
.657
.>8
.487
.420
.360
.277
.300
.304
.300
.296
.292
.24L
.216
.187
.160
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‘I!ABm4.- NORMAi2COMPONINTOF THE INDUCEDUPFLOW
VEIOCITYIN PIANZOF ROTATIONOF A UNIFORMU
ILMDED,HOVERINGROTOR
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
-0.44052
-.22110
-.09519
..04865
-.03351
-.02434
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(a) V = 4V = 2y.
cylinder
I
29 —_
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Figure 1.- Streamlines for wake consisting of uniform vortex cylinder.
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(b) V= V= 57.
Figure 1.- Continu*.
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Figure 1.- Continued.
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.(d) V = O (hovering).
I?Ygure1.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- Schematic section of wake vortex system.
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(a) V
Figure 4.- Streamlines computed by
= 4V = 27.
approximation givenin present paper.
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(b) V= v=@
Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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(d) V=O.
Figure 4.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Normalcomponentof inducedvelocityin plane of a uniformly
loaded,hovertigrotor.
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